The Blessed Hope!
“Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13)

Diamond & Nugget #49

The State of the Nation calls it a psyop, and that it was; yet it is what my mentor in
seminary used to say, “What is the lesson you have learned from an experience?” As a
postscript to Blessed Hope #48, I want to reiterate something Proverbs 3:5 states,
“Trust in the LORD with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own
understanding.” I find great comfort knowing that Hillary Clinton never became the
45th President of the Republic. It would have been even better had she been arrested
and indicted on any of the twenty-one crimes she was accused of. The fact that the FBI
gave her a free pass since 1991 is further evidence of a two tiered justice system and a
corrupt judicial system. This still does not offer much hope with senile Joe Biden or his
illegal Vice-President. She fails to meet two of the three constitutional requirements to
be either the Vice-President or President.
The events of this past year clearly show that America has chosen to follow the wrong
path. Yesterday, State of the Nation posted a report that virtually echoes what I said in
my last Blessed Hope #48.
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Here’s why TPTB made sure Trump would not win … even though he won by a
record landslide.
ELECTION PSYOP 2020:
The Well-Hidden Back Story
State of the Nation
“No one ever is selected by the puppet master to be the POTUS unless they agree
to carry out an essential piece of the agenda. Once they sign the contract to
become President of the U.S. Corporation, they work for the Federal Reserve not
the American People. So, it’s the foreign owners of the FED who always choose
the POTUS. However, that does not mean a POTUS, once installed in the Oval
Office, cannot go rogue. JFK did just that. So did DJT.”
— Intelligence Analyst & Former U.S. Military Officer
The further we get away from Election Day 2020, the easier it is to understand
what really happened.
As much as most folks will not want to believe the following irrefutable analysis, the
stark reality provided by a deep insider within the U.S. Intelligence Community is exactly
what happened.
“Tel Aviv betrayed Trump with a new deal with Biden and so they threw him to the
dogs. Sheldon Adelson and the Mafia have no trouble switching sides for the
winner by hook or crook. Pence and McConnell also betrayed Trump. It was as
though Trump walked as Julius Caesar into the Roman Senate to be stabbed to
death. Any deal Trump makes with the system or Deep State will not be kept and
they are secretly talking about ending him forever.”
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— A dissident but still very connected Deep State intel op offered this cold,
dispassionate view of the Big Picture
(Source: What really happened between Trump and Israel vis-à-vis the election?)
With this crucial understanding, it ought to be clear that Donald Trump would never
have won the 2016 POTUS election without the direct intervention of Israel—PERIOD.
Yes, he also had a highly secret contingent of military brass Patriots begging him to run
in 2015, but that was only to lure him out of his very comfortable life as a private citizen
and successful businessman. Who could resist the patriotic call of a powerful group of
active and retired flag officers within the U.S. Armed Services who were justifiably
horrified at the prospect of a Hillary Clinton presidency? Even though they were all wellestablished power-players in the Military-Industrial Complex, they simply could not
stomach a stone-cold traitor to the Republic in the White House. Moreover, the Clinton
Crime Family dishonored the military way too many times.
The Tel Aviv Connection
The critical point here is that Sheldon Adelson, a primary bagman for the Khazarian
Mafia was Trump’s largest campaign donor during the 2016 election cycle. Shelly was
used to fund Trump’s campaign with his massive gambling revenues, as he also did in
2020 but to a much smaller degree by purposeful design.
In a talk to an Israeli group in July, 2010, Sheldon Adelson said he wished he had
served in the Israeli Army rather the U.S. military–and that he hoped his young
son will come back to Israel and “be a sniper for the IDF,” a reference to the Israel
Defense Forces. (YouTube video of speech)
As a hardcore Neocon Zionist, Adelson only gave those HUGE donations to Trump on a
quid pro quo basis, as is the case with every political campaign. This is why President
Trump quite dramatically advanced so many cause célèbres directly associated with
Zionist Israel.
Furthermore, it’s why Trump appointed Neocon warmonger and Zionist Iran-hater John
Bolton as his National Security Advisor. It’s why he appointed fanatical Christian Zionist
Mike Pompeo as Secretary of State. It’s why he appointed “Israel’s bitch” Nikki Haley
as the 29th United States Ambassador to the United Nations. It’s especially why Trump
was told to choose arch-Zionist Mike Pence as his VP.
KEY POINT: It can be confidently stated that the very day that Trump fired Bolton was
the day that his re-election prospects were doomed with finality. Not only did Trump
resist Bolton’s efforts to attack Iran, he also refused to invade Syria and overthrow the
Maduro administration in Venezuela. See: A Large US Military Convoy Rolled Into
Syria On 1st Day Of Biden Presidency
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In point of fact, all of President Trump’s most important appointments at the DoJ were
foisted on him by his largest [Tel Aviv-connected] campaign donors. These include the
disastrous Jeff Sessions and William Barr, as well as the catastrophic Christopher Wray
at the FBI. It also includes the three obvious RINOs who Trump was forced to select for
the Supreme Court—Neil Gorsuch, Brett Kavanaugh and Amy Coney Barrett.
This irrefutable personnel picture of the Trump administration is quite telling as it
portrays the fact that each of these key players was not selected by President Trump;
they were selected by Zionist kingpins in Chicago and Tel Aviv.
Really, why else would Trump have appointed the highly radioactive Alex Acosta to
Secretary of Labor after he unlawfully cut a sweetheart deal with notorious child
trafficker Jeffrey Epstein?!?! Mossad agent Epstein was Israel’s inside man making
sure every single American VIP, who had any real power and/or major influence, was
sufficiently bribable and/or blackmailable to do Israel’s work.

Trump’s engineered election loss
There are actually several reasons why the owners of the Federal Reserve (and Israel)
dumped Trump. However, there is one reason that reigns supreme above them all.
President Trump fiercely resisted the order from ON HIGH (i.e. Tel Aviv) to attack
Iran. He especially neglected to destroy Iran’s much-feared (by Israel) nuclear sites
that housed their fictionalized nuclear weapons development program. For the Israeli
and American Neocon Zionists, this was Trump’s MORTAL SIN of all mortal sins.
As a consequence of this unforgivable ‘failure’, the Sword of Damocles was held over
Trump’s head by the ruling Zionists over four long years. What the American people
really witnessed was every conceivable method of coercion and intimidation the Zionists
could bring to bear to force Trump’s hand. But in the end, Trump stood firm in his
pledge not to start any wars, or at least not any major wars. (The wholesale destruction
of Yemen by Saudi Arabia and the U.S. could be rightly considered as breaking that
promise even though the Neocon warmongers used KSA proxies.)
At the end of the day, the Hidden Hand* that controls the final outcome of every
American POTUS election decided to pull the plug on a second term for Trump. For his
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refusal to bend to their will to attack Iran and Syria could no longer be tolerated; and
especially in light of the very tight time frame needed to roll out the GREAT RESET.
*“The Hidden Hand are the people who have always been the highest hidden
authority. It’s a Secret brotherhood that controls a network of secret societies
such as (Bavarian) Illuminati, Freemasonry. These secret societies carry out the
orders that are passed down to them through various levels of power which the
secret societies then pass down even further through so many more levels so
that when the order has finally reached a person he has no clue from where the
order came or why. The people you see in power are nothing. The only truly
powerful family is the British Royal Family [Really Talmudic, Freemason Zionists
descended form Babylonian Brotherhood] because of their bloodline. They are
the highest authority and control everyone else, they control a network of secret
societies that work under them. They are a small fraternity, a few people who
have the purest bloodline which goes back to the ancient world. The Hidden Hand
is a small secret brotherhood that follows the mystery [Satanic] religions of
ancient Egypt and other mystery religions of the ancient world. They control a
network of secret societies. They are incredibly well organized. Adam Weishaupt
was taught and financed by powerful families who were under the hands of the
Hidden Hand. Hidden hand were the ones who, through certain people, had Adam
Weishaupt create the Illuminati for certain reasons, some of which are obvious.
The Hidden Hand traces its origins back to ancient Egypt, Babylon and Sumeria;
therefore, you see Egyptian symbolism everywhere.”
(Source: Exactly who is the Hidden Hand?)
After all, who did not witness Trump’s courageous and continuous resistance to the
utterly absurd CORONAhoax? Yet another reason why they permitted Joe Biden to
outright steal the election in broad daylight.
Remember, the ultimate consequence for President Trump’s disobedience is not
assassination; rather, it’s the insufferable insult of losing to a guy who “doesn’t even
know he’s alive”.
This is why TPTB are forever using the mainstream media to add insult to injury.
Particularly in view of the overwhelming hard evidence documenting the greatest vote
fraud and election theft in world history is this never-ending media assault intolerable for
Trump. As a matter of historical fact, no one has ever seen so much salt rubbed in the
wound as the 2020 election heist and cover-up have done to the true winner—Donald J.
Trump.
Bottom Line: Whereas the Hidden Hand violently assassinated JFK;
they character assassinated DJT… as they will continue to do for the
rest of his natural life. They will ultimately turn him into the Hitler
of the 21st century in order to completely destroy his legacy and
undermine the Patriot Movement. More importantly, the slow-motion
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torture show of Trump will send a message to every other head of state
to not even think about ever leaving the New World Order reservation.
Parallels to JFK
Just as John F. Kennedy was shoehorned into the Oval Office by the Jewish Mafia in
Chicago, Donald Trump was put into the White House by another branch of the same
Khazarian Mafia.
Joe Kennedy had deep connections to the Irish Mafia that ran Chicago’s Democrat
political machine and saw to it that JFK won the 1960 election by illicitly taking
Illinois. What few politicos knew at that time was that the Jewish Mafia totally controlled
the Irish Mafia, as it also controls the Sicilian Mafia in the Windy City.
The key point here is that the Khazarians felt profoundly betrayed by JFK after giving
him a victory. That’s because President Kennedy refused to arm Israel with nuclear
weapons, which then caused Israel’s Founder and first Prime Minister David BenGurion to go ballistic (and crazy) sealing JFK’s fate (as well as RFK’s, too) . No one
ever double-crosses the Khazarian Mafia and gets away with it.
CHICAGO SUPERMOB: The Jewish Mafia That Killed Kennedy
Similarly, President Trump defied Israel’s direct orders to invade Iran but not on pain of
death; rather, at the risk of being character assassinated like no other person in
history. Just like Adolph Hitler and every single Nazi associate is forever vilified for
betraying the Central Banking Cartel, so too will Team Trump be hunted down until they
are all neutralized by every means possible.
What few Patriots understand is that, after the Kennedy presidency, every POTUS was
forced to sign an ironclad contract — as President/CEO of the U.S. Corporation —
which forbade him from prosecuting any previous POTUS for their very real crimes
against the American Republic. This is why President Trump suddenly flipped on
“locking up Hillary” as both President Bill Clinton and Barack Obama would have been
deeply implicated in the Clinton-Obama crime spree(s). So would criminal coconspirator Vice-President Joe Biden!

JOE BIDEN: “WERE I A JEW I’D BE A ZIONIST” (Video)
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Conclusion
In light of these stark presidential realities, President Trump did as much as any mortal
could have done to drain the swamp. No, not a single swamp creature was ever
apprehended or prosecuted, but how could he with Zionist-selected puppets staffing the
highest echelons of federal law enforcement. What Trump did do quite effectively was
expose so many swamp creatures inside the Beltway so that We the People could see
them, once and for all. That can’t be undone—EVER!
By the way, as far as the Democrats, Deep State and the NWO globalist cabal are
concerned, this was by far Trump’s greatest crime—he pulled back the veil on
their multi-decade crime wave in a way never seen in American history.
Remember, God often writes straight with crooked lines. The presidency of Donald
Trump could only have happened with great earthly powers making it happen. Same
with John Kennedy. In both cases, however, those formidable “powers and
principalities” were exposed as never before. The cat is now out of the bag which is
why TPTB prematurely launched THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC, way before its
time. They’re so desperate and reckless beyond reason that their historic mistakes and
missteps will likely take them all down.
At the end of every era, the forces of light invariably defeat the forces of darkness
mostly by shining the light of truth on them. As they scatter, the dark forces then take
each other down as they leave the sinking ship scrambling for life boats that also have
holes in them.
Moral of the Story: God’s in charge, always and everywhere. So take heart, and pray,
and be sure to stay out of the way…because the sh*t is about to hit the fan.
State of the Nation
January 23, 2021
Author’s Note
In truth, this global psychological operation goes way beyond the public annihilation of
Donald Trump. As the extremely courageous ex-POTUS often said, TPTB were not
after him, they’re after US. The perps at the top of the planetary food chain especially
want to forever eliminate the entire Patriot Movement. This is where this extremely
complex, AI pre-planned and highly organized psyop is about to get very interesting
indeed. A second exposé will soon be published that will flesh out the skeleton of this
ongoing communist plot to collapse the American Republic.
Recommended Reading
The Hidden Powers Behind the Destruction of America
Blessings,
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